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One of the few 
first generations

Amritha Ballal, Moulshri Joshi and Suditya Sinha,
Collaborators and alumnus of School of Planning & Architecture
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SpaceMatters was established in 2005 in New Delhi by Amritha 
Ballal, Moulshri Joshi and Suditya Sinha - friends, collaborators 
and alumnus of School of Planning & Architecture. At that time 

and now over a decade and a half into practice, SpaceMatters remains one of the 
few first-generation, women-led practices in the country.

For us ‘SpaceMatters’ is both a commitment and a critique. We create space anew to 
affect change while analysing change through a spatial lens. This is the reason our practice 

combines built and ‘unbuilt’ work, moving away deliberately from patenting a style. Our 
work is highly textured and spans across scales, contexts and media

We see ‘futuristic design’ as a response designed in the present that has the capacity to pre-empt and 
respond to questions that might arise in the future. It is the faculty to think beyond the present and the normal, 

a clairvoyance of sorts that gathers together and speaks to the past, present and the future simultaneously.

Our award-winning project ‘The Bonjour India Experience’ was a one-of-its-kind travelling exhibition at the 
intersection of art, architecture, design and urbanism. It was a flagship initiative of the ‘Bonjour India 2017-2018’, 

a festival which celebrated Indo-French collaborations.
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The 9-meter-high, 800 square metre and 40 tonne installation travelled 
approx. 3500 kilometres from the iconic India Gate in Delhi to Cross Maidan 
Garden behind the historic Churchgate Station Mumbai to become the star 
attraction of the world’s largest book fair in Kolkata over a period of three months. 
It welcomed more than 180,000 visitors over 30 odd days, spread over the three cities. 
This ‘Futuristic Design’ was for the people, ‘nomadic’, hand-crafted yet modular, and 
the user was envisioned as an active participant in an immersive environment that used 
interactive technology and augmented reality.

This immersive environment was conceived through both physical and virtual space. An atmosphere 
of wonder and discovery was created by combining sound and light, optical illusion and augmented 
reality, tactile and virtual, the pages of books and the pixels of LED screens. At various points in the 
exhibition, multimedia art installations help shift the visitor experience from information to abstraction, 
capturing the essence of exchange between two distinctive cultures. The kinetic signage installations, created 
in collaboration with Ant Studio, combines typography with technology to create a playful interface with the 
surroundings. The popular installation by French artists Scenocosme captures the sense of discovery, poignancy 
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and awkwardness of cultural initiation using 
interactive and augmented reality technology. 
The finale of the exhibition, a collaboration with 
the Indo – French artist collective Mosquito Massala, 
called the Triptych Tales combines sound, visual 
imagery and physical space in a pulsating, high energy 
immersive experience. Triptych Tales brings together 
the combined talents of visual and musical artists from 
India and France.

The ‘Bonjour India Experience’ pavilion was an outcome of 
possibly one of the largest and most diverse collaborations 
between India and France. Almost 360 people were involved 
in the realisation of the pavilion in various capacities!

We see our role as ‘futuristic designers’ as a curator’s job 
where we catalyse cultural, technological and architectural 
demands that a project like Bonjour India made such that the 
final design could transport people from the present into a 
journey of past and future. It is not simply a deployment of niche 
technology to delight and entertain, it is to bring it all together 
such that the immersive experience can lead the visitor and the 
audience to imagine a new collective future.n
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FACT FILE:

Project Name The Bonjour India Experience.

Project 

Description

 An immersive travelling exhibition and 

pavilion highlighting Indo- French relations 

and collaboration across disciplines.

Client Institut Français en Inde, The Embassy of 

France , India. 

Location ndia Gate (New Delhi), Cross Maidan Garden 

(Mumbai), Salt Lake Central Park (Kolkata)

Design SpaceMatters

Project Team 

SpaceMatters

Amritha Ballal ( Principal ) and Suditya Sinha ( 

Principal), Divya Manaktola ( Project Architect 

) and Nishita Mohta (Project Architect) , 

Gaurav Gupta, Sony Joshua, Pulkit Mogha, 

Devansh Mahajan, Sandeep Singh  Rathore, 

Girisha Sethi , Akhilesh Yadav, Kulvinder Singh 

(Structural consultant) 

Research SpaceMatters and Institut Francais en Inde.
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